Aerosol emissions from long-lasting smoldering of boreal peatlands:
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Highlights:

\begin{itemize}
\item Comprehensive characterization of aerosols was conducted from long-lasting peat smoldering burns.
\item High OC/EC ratio, AAE, and tar balls as chemical, optical markers and micromarkers were observed.
\item Peat bog fires in boreal region produce large amounts of smoke, affecting a megacity.
\end{itemize}

Abstract

As large-scale peat burning emissions can severely impact the environment and human health, it is crucial to assess the characteristics of smoke aerosol at the source and at down-wind locations. Starting in March 2014 and lasting until late summer, the Tver region, north of Moscow city, was considerably affected by long-lasting peat bog fires. Peat bog smoldering emissions from three
types of smoke (underground, inside and above grass) were analyzed by an extensive suite of
instrumentation that sampled and measured their optical and chemical properties. Particle
composition was characterized by organic species with high OC/EC ratios (10-20), with water-
soluble organic carbon (WSOC) and levoglucosan (Lev) comprising the largest fraction, up to 30
and 9%, of OC, respectively. Aliphatic, aromatic, carbonyl, and carboxylate functionalities in
underground smoke were enriched by nitro compounds. Brown carbon (BrC) was identified by a
high Absorption Angstrom Exponent (AAE) of 4.1. Organic “tar balls” in peat smoke were most
abundant (78.5%) in comparison with Ca-rich (e.g., Ca-oxides, carbonates), Fe-rich (e.g., Fe-
oxides), and Al-rich (e.g., alumosilicates) individual particles. Peat smoke plumes affected an
urban site in Moscow city in August 2014, with ambient PM10 mass loadings reaching up to 97
µg m⁻³ while OC, EC and ionic species accounted for a large percentage of the total aerosol
enhancement. During air mass transport from the peat bog region to Moscow city, OC/EC ratios
and AAE reached peak values of 7 and 1.3, respectively. Levoglucosan served as a molecular
marker of peat smoldering impact, approaching maximum ambient concentrations of 108 ng m⁻³.
WSOC correlated well with Lev, demonstrating secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation
associated with peat burning emissions. Spectral absorbance features showed characteristics
similar to peat burning and traffic source emissions during fire and non-fire related days,
confirming the impact of peat smoke transport on air quality in a megacity.

1. Introduction

Boreal ecosystems store a large amount of carbon, about one-fifth to one-third of the terrestrial
organic carbon, in peat bogs that is partly released into the atmosphere during frequent fires, and
consequently renders peatlands as an important source of hazardous smoke (Levine, 1999;
Langmann and Graf, 2003), which considerably affects ecosystems and carbon cycling (Turetsky
et al., 2015). Climate change results in drying and reduced water content in peat lands, which in
turn causes higher frequency and intensity of peat fires. While peat fires in tropical regions have
received the largest attention by both the general public and scientific community (Langmann
and Heil, 2004; Gaveau et al., 2014), the largest peat deposits are found in the northern
hemisphere (Sheng et al., 2004).

In Siberia, four million hectares of peatlands was burned on average each year between
1975 and 2005, with the fire frequency doubling since the 1990s (Sheng et al., 2004). Intensive peat fires in regions of high population, such as the European part of Russia, affect the air quality in large cities. During the peat bog burning event in 2002 a significant weakening of solar radiation was observed in the megacity Moscow, when the visibility dropped to 50-300 meters (Chubarova et al., 2011). The extreme smoke event in Moscow during summer of 2010 was another example, demonstrating the strong impact of large-scale peat and forest wildfires on downwind regions (Popovicheva et al., 2014). Smoke advected from burning peatlands pervaded Moscow city for several weeks, leading to a doubling of the natural mortality rate (Barriopedro et al., 2011).

Physico-chemical characteristics of biomass burning aerosols are highly variable, depending on fuel type (Alves et al., 2010) and combustion phase (flaming or smoldering) (Popovicheva et al., 2015c; Kalogridis et al., 2018). In forest fire emissions, the carbonaceous fraction constitutes 50 to 70% of the total PM mass, while inorganic constituents comprise about 15% (Reid et al., 2005). Organic aerosol particles generated by biomass burning consist mainly of decomposition and pyrolysis products of the biopolymers lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose, characterized by various polar, functional groups. The main examples of these compounds are substituted phenols from lignin pyrolysis, such as guaiacols and syringols, and anhydrosaccharides from cellulose/hemicellulose pyrolysis (Shafizadeh and Fu, 1973; Shafizadeh et al., 1979). The latter ones (levoglucosan and its stereoisomers mannosan) have been identified and used extensively as molecular markers for biomass burning emissions (Simoneit et al., 1999).

Once released into the atmosphere, smoke particles undergo physico-chemical processes in the plume that can alter their properties. Specifically, secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation can occur, especially when solar radiation induces photochemical reactions (Popovicheva et al., 2014; Reid et al., 2005; Tiitta et al., 2016). These modifications of the smoke particle properties can change the direct and indirect climate effects of biomass burning emissions, affecting single scattering albedo and hygroscopicity. Large-scale peat and forest wildfires could affect chemical and physical aerosol properties and thus air quality in areas far downwind upon long-range transport of smoke aerosols (Agarwal et al., 2010; Diapouli et al., 2014).
Peat is a heterogeneous mixture of partially decomposed plant material which has accumulated in water-saturated environments in the absence of oxygen (Zaccone et al., 2014). Peat burning is characterized by distinct burn conditions at low temperatures (< 600 °C), resulting in incomplete combustion. Thus, deep smoldering burns are essentially independent of surface conditions (e.g., weather), and may persist for long periods of time, allowing the burns to spread deep into the ground and across large areas. It has been demonstrated in field observations and laboratory studies that burning of peat lands – both tropical and boreal – emits large amounts of greenhouse gases (Stockwell et al., 2014) and hazardous air pollutants (Turetsky et al., 2015; George et al., 2016). Moreover, peat accumulates particulate matter deposited by precipitation (Steinnes et al., 2005) which can be released back into the atmosphere during bog fires.

Smoldering of peatlands was found to be an important emission source, because it may release up to six times more aerosol mass per unit carbon combusted than grassland flaming fires (Page et al., 2004). Specifically, peat burning emits more hygroscopic particles than grass fires (Gras et al., 1999). The smoldering process is propelled by the heat released from heterogeneous oxidation of the fuel as it reacts with oxygen in the atmosphere (Ohlemiller et al., 1985). Smoldering chemistry can be described by a two-step process, including pyrolysis of organic matter, producing pyrogenic char which is subsequently oxidized (Hadden et al., 2013). Slow and low-temperature smoldering fires yield a considerably higher conversion of fuel to toxic compounds compared to flaming burns (Alves et al., 2017). Such fires generate brown carbon (BrC), consisting mainly of weakly light-absorbing organic carbon compounds (Kirchstetter and Thatcher, 2012; Popovicheva et al., 2017b).

The effect of peat fires on atmospheric chemistry in downwind regions was demonstrated for several haze episodes in Southeast Asia (See et al., 2007; Engling et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2015). Specifically, the increase in concentrations of molecular markers for biomass combustion, such as levoglucosan, by up to two orders of magnitude and the diagnostic ratios of specific organic compounds (e.g., levoglucosan/mannosan ratio) showed that biomass burning emissions can cause regional haze episodes due to long-range transport of smoke aerosol by prevailing winds. In order to make more accurate estimates of the contribution of smoke aerosols from boreal peat land fires, detailed chemical and optical characterization of representative real-world emissions is crucial. In laboratory combustion studies it is shown that peat burning yields significantly larger emissions of total fine particles compared to other biofuels (Iinuma et al.,
Smoke particles emitted from burning of Alaskan and Siberian peat are predominantly comprised of BrC with small amounts of black carbon (Chakrabarty et al., 2016). In order to assess the impacts of peat fires on the aerosol/climate system in boreal regions, during this study a near-source sampling campaign was undertaken in a peat bog region in the central European part of Russia, that was subject to large-scale burning in spring and summer of 2014, and concurrently at an urban down-wind location. Carbon fractions, functionalities of organic/inorganic compounds, markers of biomass burning (anhydrosaccharides), ionic composition, and microstructure of smoke particles were analyzed. Extended cluster analysis was then used to assess the multicomponent structure of peat smoke according to individual particle morphology and chemical composition, showing the abundance and variability of micromarkers representative of specific particle types for peat bog smoldering. The main objective of this study is to reduce a knowledge gap by assessing the chemical, physical, and spectrally-resolved optical properties of aerosols freshly emitted by peat smoldering and aged aerosol following transport of smoke plumes to Moscow city.

2. Experimental

2.1. Sampling campaigns

The early arrival of spring in 2014 and an unusually small amount of snow during winter resulted in fires commencing in late March in abandoned peat mines in the Tver region, north of Moscow city. Once ignited, these fires were particularly difficult to extinguish despite rainfall, weather changes, and fire-fighting attempts. By late July, twelve fires had been registered in the region north of Moscow city, covering a total area of 4.7 hectares. On 1 August the temperatures approached the record value of 35 °C. On that day concentrations of air pollutants such as carbon monoxide and nitrogen oxides exceeded the maximum permissive values by 1.3 and 1.4 times, respectively (http://www.rg.ru/2014/08/01/ekologia-site.html). By 3 August two large peat bog fires had reached an intensity that resulted in smoke emissions affecting a large territory up to Moscow city. On 5-7 August additional fires were registered in the Tver region, totally covering an area of nearly 130 hectares.

With the main purpose to characterize particulate emissions from peat fires, a near-source sampling campaign was performed in the area of intensive peat smoldering, i.e., in the Tver
Visual observation of the area showed widely spreading white smoke (Fig. 1a). The most typical emission type was smoke rising from underground fires through the surface grass. The density of smoke above grass was variable, ranging from thin to strong. Thin smoke from underground was observed in places of absence of any grass (Fig. 1b). At times, this smoke caused ignition of grass, as shown in Fig. 1c.

Samples were collected from smoke inside grass, smoke of various density above grass as well as smoke rising from underground burns. Total suspended particulate (TSP) matter was collected on quartz fiber filters (Tissuquartz, PALL) for 7-15 min at a flow rate of 20 L min$^{-1}$. In addition, metal substrates (Ti foil) were used for fine particle collection by means of a custom-made 2-stage cascade impactor with size cutoffs at 10 and 0.65 µm aerodynamic diameter, operating at a flow rate of 5 L min$^{-1}$. Only samples of strong smoke inside grass could be collected on metal substrates for individual particle analyses.

The episode of peat smoke plume transport to the megacity was investigated at a site in the south-west of Moscow city ($55.42^\circ$N; $37.31^\circ$E), with measurement equipment located 60 m above ground in a building of Moscow State University (MSU). Aerosol sampling was performed in the period from 31 July to 18 August, 2014. Mass concentrations of aerosols less than 10 µm diameter (PM10) were measured by State Environmental Protection Institution “Mosecomonitoring” at the Meteorological Observatory of MSU using a tapered element oscillating microbalance (TEOM 1400a, Thermo Environmental Instruments Inc., USA). Depending on PM10 loadings (high, medium or low) the sampling time was chosen to be 24, 48, or 72 h for the periods of 31 July, 1, 47, 11-13 August, 2-3 August, and 8-10 and 15-18 August, respectively.

Backward trajectories were generated to visualize the atmospheric transport and evaluate the general flow patterns of air masses during sampling days. The NOAA HYbrid Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory (HYSPLIT) model of the Air Resources Laboratory (ARL) (Stein et al., 2015) was used. The potential source areas were investigated using 1-day back trajectories for air masses arriving each 6 hours at 250, 500 and 1000 m height above ground level (a.g.l.). No qualitative differences were observed for these heights with respect to the direction of air mass transport.

Fire maps for the study period were obtained by the Fire Information for Resource
Management System (FIRMS), operated by the NASA/GSFC Earth Science Data Information System (ESDIS). Daily maps were related to the computed trajectories, providing a depiction of the geographical location of fires preferable in open flaming phase. The major uncertainty in assessing the fire activity was related to the inability of FIRMS to detect smoldering fires, while peat bog burning typically proceeds almost exclusively in the smoldering phase. Therefore, if air masses arrived from north and north-west, we considered them to be associated with some fire activity.

2.2. Chemical analyses

Carbonaceous aerosol components, i.e., organic and elemental carbon (OC, EC) were measured by taking a punch (2.26 cm²) from each quartz filter and subjecting it to thermal-optical transmittance (TOT) analysis with an OC/EC analyzer (Model 4, Sunset Laboratories, Tigard, OR, USA), following the NIOSH protocol (Birch and Cary, 1996).

Inorganic and organic ions were quantified by capillary electrophoresis, using a Capel 103 system (Lumex, Russia) with UF detection. Filter samples were extracted in 5 mL deionized water by ultrasonic agitation for 45 min and then filtered. Inorganic anions (SO$_4^{2-}$, NO$_3^-$, Cl$^-$, F$^-$, and PO$_4^{3-}$) and cations (Na$^+$, NH$_4^+$, K$^+$, Mg$^{2+}$, and Ca$^{2+}$) as well as organic anions (HCOO$^-$, CH$_3$COO$^-$, (COO$^-$)$_2$) were measured in aqueous extracts. A mixture of benzimidazole, tartaric acid, and 18-crown-6-ether was used as electrolyte for cation separation. Anions were analyzed in a chromate buffer prepared from chromium oxide (VI), diethanolamine, and cetyltrimethylammonium hydroxide solutions. The detection limits for ion concentrations were in the range of 0.1-0.5 µg mL$^{-1}$.

Because of unpredictable spatial-temporal variability of emissions in the peat bog environment total PM mass of smoke emissions was difficult to measure accurately. It was, therefore, computed by summing the mass concentrations of EC, organic matter (OM), and inorganic species:

$$PM = EC + OM + \sum \text{inorganic species.} \quad (1)$$

The concentration of particulate OM, including water-soluble OM, was estimated by multiplying the measured OC concentrations by a conversion factor $f$, accounting for associated O, H, N and
other elements, from the C mass concentrations attributed to OC. This factor, which is an
estimate of the average molecular weight per carbon weight for the organic aerosols, was chosen
to be 1.4 (Engling et al., 2014).

Water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) was measured in aqueous sample extracts with a
TOC analyzer (Aurora 1030W, O-I-Analytical). Water extraction of particulate filters was
performed with deionized ultra-pure water, followed by filtration with Teflon syringe filters. The
analytical process includes oxidation of soluble carbon-containing compounds to carbon dioxide,
which is quantified by a non-dispersive infrared gas analyzer. Subsequently, the inorganic carbon
is measured by acidifying the sample and converting all carbonates, hydrogen carbonates and
dissolved carbon dioxide to carbon dioxide, which is volatilized by bubbling air through the
aqueous sample (Engling et al., 2014). Ultimately, WSOC is determined as the difference
between the total and inorganic carbon. The Water Insoluble Organic Carbon (WISOC) is
computed by subtracting the measured WSOC values from the OC values. The concentration of
particulate water-soluble and insoluble OM (WSOM and WISOM) was estimated by multiplying
the measured concentrations of WSOC and WISOC by a conversion factor $f$. Quality control
and assurance (QA/QC) measures included the analysis of blank samples.

Organic molecular markers for biomass burning include the anhydrosaccharides
(levoglucosan, mannosan and galactosan) (Simoneit et al., 1999). These carbohydrates were
separated, identified, and quantified by high-performance anion exchange chromatography
coupled with pulsed amperometric detection (HPAEC-PAD). A Dionex ICS-3000 system was
utilized, consisting of a dual pump module, dual conductivity detector/chromatography
compartment, and auto-sampler. The separation of the carbohydrate species was carried out on a
Dionex Carbopac MA1 analytical column (250 × 4 mm) preceded by a guard column. An
aqueous sodium hydroxide solution (NaOH, 480 mM) was used as eluent at a flow rate of 0.4
mL min$^{-1}$. None of the carbohydrate species were detected in blank samples. A more detailed
description of the analytical method can be found elsewhere (Engling et al., 2006a; Zhang et al.,
2013). Additional carbohydrate species, including arabinol, mannitol, threitol and 2-methyl
tetrols, were quantified by HPAEC-PAD as well, and used as molecular markers for different
emission sources.

Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy measures the light absorbance associated
with the frequency of the bond motion and thus reveals the nature of the functional groups
representing the various classes of organic compounds in the entire aerosol composition. FTIR spectra of filter samples were collected with an IRPrestige-21 spectrometer (Shimadzu, Japan) in Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) mode using a ZnSe crystal. Spectra were recorded in the range from 450 to 4000 cm\(^{-1}\) with a resolution of 4 cm\(^{-1}\). IR Solution software was applied to subtract the FTIR spectrum of blank substrates and correct the baseline absorbance. The range of 750-1250 cm\(^{-1}\) was cut due to intensive absorption of the blank filter in this region. FTIR spectra of water extracts of filter samples were analyzed with the purpose to detect water-soluble compounds. After ultrasound extraction of a filter punch (diameter of 12.5 mm) in 5 mL of distilled water during 50 min, a droplet of the extract was placed on the ZnSe crystal and left until it was evaporated. FTIR spectra of the dried deposit were collected. Because of the possible overlapping of vibration bands the functionality identification was accomplished through the use of the Shimadzu FTIR database and a set of authentic chemical standards measured in the same FTIR setup, as described elsewhere (Popovicheva et al., 2015b; Popovicheva et al., 2017a), and applied in previous studies (Maria et al., 2002; Coury and Dillner, 2009).

Off-line examination of light attenuation on quartz filter samples was performed using a multiple-wavelength light transmission instrument (transmissometer), based on the method described in (Kirchstetter et al., 2004). The intensity of light transmitted through quartz filters was measured at seven wavelengths from the near-ultraviolet to near-infrared spectral region. Five-seven different spots were exposed to evaluate the homogeneity of the filter sample. The light absorption is approximated by light attenuation (ATN) caused by the particle deposit, defined as follows:

\[
ATN = \ln \left( \frac{I_0}{I} \right),
\]

where \(I_0\) and \(I\) are the light intensity transmitted through unexposed and exposed parts of the filter, respectively. The dependence of \(ATN\) on the wavelength \(\lambda\) was parameterized using a power law relationship:

\[
ATN = k \lambda^{-AAE},
\]

where the Absorption Angstrom Exponent (AAE) is a measure of strength of the spectral variation of aerosol light absorption.

The microstructure for peat smoke inside grass was obtained by individual particle analyses. Morphology and elemental composition was determined with a LEO 1430-vp (Karl Zeiss) field emission scanning electron microscope (SEM) with a spatial resolution of 7 nm,
equipped with an Oxford energy dispersive detector (INCA). Energy dispersion X-ray (EDX) spectra for Z elements ($Z \geq 5$) were recorded in SEM image mode. Samples were examined in the high vacuum mode at 10 kV acceleration voltage and a beam current of 1 nA, as described elsewhere (Popovicheva et al., 2016a). Briefly, approximately 500–1000 individual particles with a diameter from 0.1 to 2.5 µm are measured. This number is considered to be statistically sufficient for obtaining a representative overview of groups and types of particles (Liu et al., 2000; Popovicheva et al., 2012). EDX analysis yields a data matrix containing C, O, F, Na, Mg, Al, Si, P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Ti, and Fe elements at the measured weight concentrations above the detection limit (0.3 wt%). Cluster analysis is applied for separation of individual particles into characteristic groups with similar chemical composition. Details of the theoretical approach are described elsewhere (Popovicheva et al., 2012). Groups were separated with an average composition as close as possible to physico-chemically identifiable particle types. Naming of particle groups was based on both morphological features and most abundant elements after C and O.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Peat smoldering emissions

3.1.1. Carbon fractions and molecular markers

High carbon content is found in smoke produced by peat burning and collected from underground, inside and above grass (Table 1). The mass balance shows that smoke is dominated by OC, while the contribution of ionic species is small (Fig. 2). OC contribution to TC is as high as 91-95%, associated with particle formation due to preferable condensation of volatilized organic compounds (Reid et al., 2005). High OC/TC ratios are typical for smoldering burns of various types of biomass, including mixtures of spruce, pine, and peat used in small-scale fires previously examined in the Moscow region (Popovicheva et al., 2014), as well as during agricultural residue fires (Popovicheva et al., 2016a; Popovicheva et al., 2017b).

The OC/EC ratio is widely used to characterize the origin of pollution, and in case of combustion emissions it depends strongly on the type of fire and fuel. A small ratio ($<2$) is more representative for flaming combustion, while significantly higher values are characteristic of smoldering phase burns (Reid et al., 2005); (Mikhailov et al., 2017). In chamber studies, smoldering fires of Siberian pine and debris produced almost exclusively organic particles with
high OC/EC ratios of 194 and 34, respectively (Popovicheva et al., 2015c). Similar results of dominance of OC versus EC were observed for peat burns by (Chakrabarty et al., 2006) with average OC/EC ratios ranging between 70 and 85 for smoldering of Siberian peat and between 23 and 72 for Alaskan peat. In another study, the average OC/EC ratio was found to be 14 and 13 for Indonesian and German peat, respectively (Iinuma et al., 2007b). In smoldering emissions from regional biomass fires around Moscow, we have obtained an average OC/EC ratio of 56, which is in good agreement with those chamber studies (Popovicheva et al., 2014).

In thin smoke from peat burning collected from inside grass OC/EC is found to be 19.3, while in thin and strong smoke above grass it is only 13.3 and 9.8, respectively (Table 1). This finding once more confirms that the smoldering phase of combustion is characterized by high OC/EC ratios. Comparable values (12.7) were found for agricultural fires in form of crop residual and steppe grass burning in Siberia (Mikhailov et al., 2017).

Spectral absorption measurement of biomass burning emissions shows the combined impact of both BC (absorbing from 670 to 500 nm) and BrC which enhances the absorption below 500 nm (Kirchstetter et al., 2004). Weak spectral dependence of ATN with AAE around 1 was observed for diesel soot and urban aerosols (Kirchstetter et al., 2004) due to the abundance of BC derived from high-temperature combustion of fossil fuels. Similar results for traffic emissions were obtained in a megacity with AAE equal to 1.3 (Popovicheva et al., 2017b), indicating that traffic produces significantly less BrC and more EC than biomass burning. For comparison, AAE obtained in chamber studies by photoacoustic nephelometry was as high as 9 for Alaskan and Siberian peat burning (Chakrabarty et al., 2006), thus indicating AAE as a source-specific optical marker for potential impact of peat bog smoldering on urban aerosols.

Peat bog smoke samples collected in the Tver region appeared more brown than black, rendering them as absorbers of solar radiation with stronger wavelength selectivity in the blue and ultraviolet regions. Spectral dependence of the light attenuation measured for peat burning smoke is shown in Fig. 3. It can be well approximated by a power law relationship (2). The AAE is around 4.2 for both smoke emissions from underground fires inside and above grass (Table 1), demonstrating a strong wavelength dependence of the predominant BrC component. (Kirchstetter et al., 2004) and (Popovicheva et al., 2017b) reported similar high values of 2.5 and 3.2 for smoke of savanna fires and rice straw burning, respectively. Sun et al. (2007) examined numerous organic compounds of light absorbing organic carbon and showed that they are
probably oxygenated and multifunctional, and have very high molecular weight. Therefore, we can expect a significant amount of polar organic compounds in peat burning smoke as well.

Water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) relates to various oxygenated organic compounds released from biogenic sources and biomass burning activities. WSOC contributes to light absorption at both ultraviolet and visible wavenumbers (Chen and Bond, 2010). An investigation of the organic-rich aerosols in the Amazon basin by (Mircea et al., 2005) suggested that the molecular characterization of the WSOC fraction as well as inorganic constituents is crucial for evaluating aerosol hygroscopicity. In peat smoke collected from underground fires inside and above grass, WSOM comprised from 4.3 up to 17.9% of PM mass (Fig. 2), while WSOC/OC ratios are found to range from 10 to 30% (Table 1). This abundance in polar organic species in the peat smoke particles has important implications on cloud formation, rendering peat burning to be potentially more active cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) due to their hygroscopic character. Implied by the high content of oxygenated compounds, peat burning can increase cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) formation (Koehler et al., 2009), induce SOA formation (Ding et al., 2013), and increase impacts on human health (Baltensperger et al., 2008).

Various individual organic compounds, including molecular markers (e.g., anhydrosaccharides) have been quantified in biomass burning emissions (Iinuma et al., 2007a; Popovicheva et al., 2016a). The Lev/OC ratio exhibits a great variability depending on the type of biomass and combustion conditions (Engling et al., 2006b). The levoglucosan mass fraction can represent up to 35% of OC when burning pine in the smoldering phase, while this marker comprised only 5% of OC for debris burning in the smoldering phase (Popovicheva et al., 2016b). Because levoglucosan and its two isomers, mannosan and galactosan, are emitted in different relative abundance depending on combinations of burn phase and fuel, the Lev/Man and Lev/(Man+Gal) ratios are used to trace the type of biomass burned (Alves et al., 2010). Lev/Man ratios for various biomass species, including softwood (3-6), hard wood (15-25) and straw (30-40), have been reported, with only a few studies measuring these markers in peat smoke emissions. Lev/Man ~10 were observed in a chamber peat burning study (Iinuma et al., 2007a) and in ambient aerosol downwind of peatland fires (Engling et al., 2014).

Among saccharides, in peat smoke observed in this study we distinguish anhydrosaccharides where levoglucosan comprises the largest fraction, up to 8.7% (Table 1), while the isomeric anhydrosaccharides mannosan and galactosan were present at fairly high
levels as well. The Lev/Man ratio determined for underground smoke is found to be 3.5, for smoke inside, and above grass it is around 4.2, indicating slightly different carbohydrate composition and providing a fingerprint for peat bog burning smoke. It is interesting to note the value of 3.4 measured in smoke plumes from Siberian forest fires (Jung et al., 2016). Similarly, Lev/Man ratios around 5 were reported for smoke from coniferous forest fires (Schmidl et al., 2008), showing similar relative abundance of the isomeric anhydrosaccharides in these two different types of biomass. Concentrations of sugar alcohols (arabitol, mannitol, methyl-threitol, and threitol) were detected at significantly lower concentrations compared to anhydrosaccharides (Table 1).

3.1.2. Organic-inorganic functionalities

More detailed information about organic and inorganic composition is revealed by analyses of prominent functionalities in FTIR spectra (Fig. 4a). Aliphatic, aromatic, carbonate, and aromatic nitro groups were observed in smoke aerosol produced by spruce, pine, and peat small-scale fires in the Moscow region (Popovicheva et al., 2014). Intensive stretches (2929-2852 cm\(^{-1}\)) and bends (1479 cm\(^{-1}\)) of aliphatic C-C-H in alkanes, of carbonyl C=O (1739 cm\(^{-1}\)) in ethers/lactones and humic acids, of C=C (1596 cm\(^{-1}\)) in aromatic as well as less prominent C=O (1678 cm\(^{-1}\)) in aldehydes and carbonates CO\(_3^{2-}\) (1425 cm\(^{-1}\)) comprise the characteristic pattern of underground smoke. The functionalities are well shown in the absorption features of thin smoke above grass, probably dominated by emissions from underground burns. It is worthwhile to note that organic acids, n-alkanes, and n-alkenes were observed as dominant organic compound classes in emissions of North Carolina, German, and Indonesian peat burned in chamber studies (Iinuma et al., 2007b; George et al., 2016).

FTIR spectra of thin smoke collected inside grass exhibit considerably different patterns, with characteristic bands of N-H in amines overlapping with alkenyl C=C in alkenes at 1640 cm\(^{-1}\), of aromatic -NO\(_2\) (1534 cm\(^{-1}\)), and nitrates NO\(_3^-\) (1356 cm\(^{-1}\)), except aliphatic and carbonyls. This dominance of nitrogen-containing compounds is an impact of grass smoldering on peat bog emissions. Prominent stretches (1570 cm\(^{-1}\)) and bends (1384 cm\(^{-1}\)) of carboxylate RCOO\(^-\) (salts of carboxylic acids) are observed in strong smoke inside grass. They were found in on-field burning (Popovicheva et al., 2016a; Popovicheva et al., 2017b) and considered as one of the characteristic features. The bands of aliphatic, carbonyls, amines, nitro compounds, and nitrates
observed in strong smoke above grass can be associated with both underground smoke and collected inside grass. However, the hydrophilic functionalities of hydroxyl O-H responsible for effective water uptake (Kuznetsov et al., 2003) are not observed in peat burning smoke, rendering rice straw burning emissions as the most hygroscopic smoke aerosol among various types of biomass (Petters et al., 2009).

Figure 4b shows the absorption bands of water-soluble compounds of peat bog smoke. According to the most hygroscopic species identified in the particle composition (Kireeva et al., 2009; Popovicheva et al., 2016c) we could expect that ionic functionalities such as ammonium, sulfates, nitrates, phosphates, and carbonates would dominate the spectra of water extractable compounds. Underground smoke demonstrates the absorption bands of NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+} (3278 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), sulfates SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} (1035, 1116 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in ammonium sulfates, nitrates NO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} (840, 1339 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), silicates SiO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{4-} (923 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), and carbonates CO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} (1423 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) as well as of C=O (1754, 1645 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in anhydrates and amino acids/acid carbonyls, -NO\textsubscript{2} (1527 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in nitro compounds, and C-N (1204 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in amines. These functionalities are predominant in thin smoke inside as well as in smoke above grass similar to total aerosol spectra. Strong smoke inside and above grass shows additional bands of C=O (1719 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in carboxylic acids, C=C (1592 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in aromatic, nitrites NO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-} (1489 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), CO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-} (1369 cm\textsuperscript{-1}), SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} (1158, 1072 cm\textsuperscript{-1}) in potassium and sodium sulfates, and SiO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{4-} (957 cm\textsuperscript{-1}). They indicate water-soluble compounds produced by smoldering of grass.

### 3.1.3. Ionic fraction

Sulfates and chlorides have been identified in biomass as mobile mineral species of authigenic origin due to uptake of water in natural biomass (Vassilev et al., 2012). Sulfate formation during combustion is attributed to gas-to-particle conversion of acidic SO\textsubscript{2} and SO\textsubscript{3} gases, produced from biomass S-containing compounds, and basic alkaline and alkaline-earth ions bound to organic matter of biomass as exchangeable elements, associated with arcanite (K\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}) and anhydrite (CaSO\textsubscript{4}) (Dare et al., 2001). SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-}, K\textsuperscript{+}, Cl\textsuperscript{-}, NO\textsubscript{3}\textsuperscript{-}, NO\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{-}, Na\textsuperscript{+}, NH\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{+}, and Ca\textsuperscript{2+} are the inorganic ionic species observed in pine and debris burning smoke aerosol (Popovicheva et al., 2015c). In wildfire emissions, calcium sulfates were found to be prominent in the smoke microstructure, in good agreement with increased concentrations of SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-} ions (Popovicheva et al., 2014). The presence of sulfates in peat smoke is due to the sulfur content in peat, as observed in Asian peat swamps (Langmann and Graf, 2003). Consequently, SO\textsubscript{2} is produced during smoldering combustion of peat, as measured near peat fires in Indonesia (See et
al., 2006; See et al., 2007), and subsequently oxidized to sulfates.

In peat bog smoke in this study, the abundance of inorganic anions ($SO_4^{2-}$, $Cl^-$) and cations ($Na^+$, $NH_4^+$, $K^+$, $Mg^{2+}$, $Ca^{2+}$, $Sr^{2+}$) as well as organic ions ($HCOO^-$, $CH_3COO^-$) shows good correlation (Fig. 5) with the observed sulfate, ammonium, and carboxylate functionalities in the water-soluble aerosol fraction (Fig.4b). The combined ion mass concentration is reported as total water-soluble ion (TWSI) concentration in Table 1. As for anions, the relative abundance of $SO_4^{2-}$ is the greatest and is about 50% higher in smoke aerosol from inside and above grass than from underground smoke, as expected in case of gaseous emission and gas-to-particle reactions of $SO_2$ above ground, from which $SO_4^{2-}$ is mainly produced. Sodium ($Na^+$) is most abundant among cations, followed by calcium ($Ca^{2+}$) and strontium ($Sr^{2+}$). The high relative abundance of $Sr^{2+}$ should be noted, which is accumulated in peat under influence of specific hydrogeological factors as well as contributed through natural minerals such as celestine ($SrSO_4$) and strontianite ($SrCO_3$). Biomonitoring of anthropogenic pollution was carried in the Tula region, south of Moscow, with respect to heavy metals, showing no correlations with anthropogenic loadings (Volkova et al., 2012). Acetates ($CH_3COO^-$) are the predominant organic ions in peat smoke, although their relative abundance is comparable with other ionic species, in contrast to emissions from on-field burning of rice straw and other agricultural fires (Popovicheva et al., 2016a).

Potassium ($K^+$) ion is widely used as marker of biomass burning, with PM fractions depending on biomass type (Reid et al., 2005; Alves et al., 2010). However, it was found to not be appropriate for Indonesian peatland fires due to very low concentrations associated with smoldering fires at low temperatures (Fujii et al., 2015). Concentrations of $K^+$ ion in peat smoke in our study also are found to comprise only a small fraction (around 7%) of TWSI (Fig. 5). For comparison, in rice straw burning emissions $K^+$ ions comprised 14% of TWSI (Popovicheva et al., 2017b). (Andreae, 1983) proposed the $K^+/EC$ ratio as a diagnostic ratio, suggesting values of 0.2 to 0.5 for biomass burning. An average $K^+/EC$ ratio of 0.2 obtained during a wildfire smoke event was well between the values obtained for smoldering and flaming phase of regional biomass (Popovicheva et al., 2014). In peat smoke we obtained $K^+/EC$ varying from 0.03 to 0.06 (Table 1), which is lower than expected for other biomass burning emissions. In a previous chamber study, the evolution of smoke from flaming burns led to a noticeable increase in the abundance of $K$ by a factor of three, while it remained nearly constant in smoldering smoke
particles (Popovicheva et al., 2015c). This finding confirms that $K^+$ can serve as a better marker for emissions from flaming than smoldering burns.

A $K^+$/Lev ratio of 33.3 was found for the flaming phase, while lower ratios (0.2–0.6) were characteristic for the smoldering phase in savanna fires (Gao et al., 2003). Ratios lower than 0.25–1 were reported for PM2.5 emissions from wood stove combustion of tree species and pine forest (Fine et al., 2004). In our study, $K^+$/Lev ratios were 2.12 for underground smoke, and ranged between 0.18–0.62 for smoke inside and above grass, qualitatively corresponding well to smoldering phase combustion.

### 3.1.4. Peat burning morphology and elemental composition

Analysis of individual particles in combustion emissions reveals the complex morphological and chemical composition of carbonaceous particles which are internally and externally mixed with inorganic fly ash and dust (Liu et al., 2000; Osán et al., 2002; Popovicheva et al., 2015a). Cluster analyses of particles produced during low-temperature combustion in chamber studies shows a strong relation to typical properties observed in the smoldering phase, such as the high abundance of organic particles, expressed in high OC/EC ratios, and the small amount of fly ash due to a low quantities of elemental constituents in biomass (Popovicheva et al., 2015c). Spherical and agglomerates of spherical shapes of tar balls with amorphous internal structure render them as the major particle type produced by Alaskan and Siberian peat burning (Chakrabarty et al., 2016). Indonesian forest fires emitted individual particles with very high weight ratios of S/K due to sulfur-rich peat burning below ground and producing large amounts of SO$_2$ (Ikegami et al., 2001).

The major elements in various biomass types, in decreasing order of abundance, are generally C, O, H, N, Ca, K, Si, Mg, Al, S, Fe, P, Cl, Na, Mn, and Ti (Vassilev et al., 2012). The composition of individual particles in peat smoke inside grass varies over a wide range of C and O, as well as 19 trace elements. All particles in peat smoke are found to be carbonaceous, i.e., their major elements are C and O. The abundance of trace elements in smoke particles is shown in Fig. 6, indicating S, Ca, Al, Si, Fe, Mg, P, and K as the most frequently distributed elements after C and O. The average weight percent is dominated by trace elements Fe, Al, Ca, Si, and S (Fig. 6). K is distributed over 3% of smoke particles (Fig. 9), and almost all particles contain also Al, Si, Fe and Ca, typical composition for various aluminosilicates in soil. Since K also present
as cation in soil aluminosilicates, we may conclude that potassium measured in peat smoke is
almost entirely of natural soil origin. The S/K ratio obtained here is 6, while it was observed
with median values of 2–4 during forest fires and higher S/K ratios were reported for a peat
burning area in Indonesia (9-18) (Ikegami et al., 2001). S/K ratios with an average value of 2.2
were found for individual particles in a Moscow suburb in August 2010. In comparison, this ratio
was only 0.16 for spruce flaming smoke, indicating significant oxidation of SO₂ released by peat
bog fires and subsequent formation of large amounts of sulfates.

Groups of particles from thin peat smoke inside grass obtained by cluster analyses are
presented in Fig. 7. The most abundant group (78.5%) contains mainly C (87%) and O (12%),
and is assigned to Group *Organic*. Tar ball particles were observed with roughly spherical
morphology (Fig. 8 (1)) formed by bimolecular homogeneous nucleation of polar organic matter
with water vapor (Hand et al., 2005). A significant fraction of particles are agglomerates of tar
ball spheres (Fig. 8 (2)), suggesting a diffusion-limited collisional growth mechanism involved in
the formation process. Such morphology is consistent with observations of tar balls in chamber
and ambient biomass smoldering studies (Pósfai et al., 2003; Chakrabarty et al., 2010) and
significantly different from soot agglomerates of fine primary particles found during high-
temperature combustion in the flaming phase (Popovicheva et al., 2015c). Around 30% of
particles in Group Organic contain sulfur up to 4% (Fig. 8 (3)), correlating well with sulfate ion
measurements in the bulk composition. Group Organic reveals a common impact of smoldering
on morphology and composition of smoke particles, and can serve as *micromarker* of peat
burning, similar to the observations for burning pine and debris (Popovicheva et al., 2015c) and
on-field agricultural burning emissions (Popovicheva et al., 2016a).

Other particles found in peat smoke are rich in elements which are present in peat and
vaporized during combustion, producing internally/externally mixed fly ash. Also, soil minerals
evolved by hot convection during fires (Kavouras et al., 2012) can impact the particle
composition. Group *Ca-, Si-, and Fe-rich* is found at significantly lower abundance (13.5, 4.4,
3.5%), respectively, compared to Group Organic (Fig. 7). These particles show crystalline
morphological features of irregularly shaped particles (Fig. 8). According to the average
composition (Fig. 7), Group Ca, Fe, Si-rich is composed from aluminosilicates with Fe and Ca
inclusions (Fig. 8 (4)), iron oxides (Fig. 8 (5)), and calcium oxides/carbonates (Fig. 8 (6)). Group
K,Cl-rich which formed during aging of flaming pine smoke in a chamber study (Popovicheva et
al., 2015c) is not observed in fresh-emitted peat smoke, likely because in the smoldering phase
the increase in the abundance of K, Cl, and S in smoke particles is not prominent.

3.2. Ambient aerosols in a city affected by peat burning

3.2.1. PM10 evolution and aerosol composition

Large-scale peat fires were identified as a source of the smoke plume exerting a
significant impact on air quality in downwind areas of a large city (Engling et al., 2014). Likewise, comprehensive physico-chemical characterization of aerosol particles during large-scale peat and forest fires around Moscow megacity showed massive impact of biomass burning on composition and structure of urban aerosols (Popovicheva et al., 2014).

Evolution of PM10 mass concentrations at a site in the south-west of Moscow city measured from 31 August to 18 September is shown in Fig. 9. Daily (24h) PM10 mass concentrations were on average 30±18 \( \mu g \text{ m}^{-3} \) and ranged from 21 to 97 \( \mu g \text{ m}^{-3} \). They exceeded the WHO (World Health Organization) 24h standard guideline value of 50 \( \mu g \text{ m}^{-3} \) on two of the nineteen measurement days, indicating that the PM level was highly impacted by smoke pollution during that time. However, even higher values (1.7 \( \mu g/\text{m}^3 \)) were observed during the extreme smoke event of August 2010 (Gorchakov et al., 2011).

According to the air mass residence time, the regions of the aerosol origin can be
categorized into fire-related areas north and north-west of Moscow city and others where fires were not detected at that time. Analysis of PM10 evolution (Fig. 9) shows that the elevated concentrations at the site in the south-west of Moscow city from 31 July to 3 August and from 11 to 18 August were related to the peat bog fire plume advected from the Tver and Moscow regions (Fig. 10). During those days the major fractions of aerosols, such as OC, EC, and ions, correlated well with PM10 mass evolution (Fig. 9), showing similar patterns to those observed during a recent study for intensive smoke-related periods (Popovicheva et al., 2016a).

While in urban environments OC may be comparable to EC dominated by traffic and other fossil fuel combustion (Samara et al., 2014), elevated OC/EC ratios (7.18 ± 0.2) were observed in urban areas during a Siberian forest fire episode (Jung et al., 2016). OC/EC ratios increased up to 8.3 in a megacity due to long-range transport of smoke from wildfires in the European part of Russia (Diapouli et al., 2014). In Moscow city during periods without fire in August 2011 the OC/EC ratio was found to be 9.9 and it increased up to 27.4 during the extreme
smoke event (Popovicheva et al., 2014). In our study, along with increased PM10 concentrations, OC/EC shows the maximum values on 4 and 12-13 August (up to 7; Table 1), affected by air mass transport from fire-related regions (Fig. 10), in comparison with minimum values of 3 during clean days (from 7 to 10 August; Fig. 11 a).

Aerosol particles produced by biomass combustion, including wood and grass burning, and by motor vehicles are distinguished by different wavelength (λ) dependences in light absorption. BC produced by high-temperature combustion of fossil fuel sources fits within the Rayleigh scattering regime for near-visible wavelengths with a theoretical $\lambda^{-1}$ relationship (Kirchstetter et al., 2004). Weak spectral dependence of attenuation with AAE around 1.0 was observed for diesel soot and urban aerosols (Kirchstetter et al., 2004; Popovicheva et al., 2017b) due to dominant BC derived from high-temperature combustion of fossil fuels. Elevated light absorption with AAE up to 1.3 in comparison with 0.68 is observed for days affected by peat bog plumes (Fig. 10), with maximum values on 4 August and 13-14 August (Fig. 11 a), well in accordance with increased OC/EC ratios and PM10 mass concentrations (Fig. 9), respectively.

An average levoglucosan concentration of 30 ng/m³ was measured in Moscow city during the period from 5 to 16 August, 2011, when no fires were observed around the megacity (Popovicheva et al., 2014). In this study, during the same season (August 2014), we observe an average Lev concentration of 72±26 ng m⁻³, ranging from 12 to 102 ng m⁻³ (Fig. 11 b). The Lev levels were double of those in August 2011, yet still less than during the extreme smoke in August 2010, when the average Lev concentration was two orders of magnitude higher compared to non-episode periods. Elevated values of Lev coincide with the days of highest PM10 and OC concentrations (Fig. 9) and show the maximum of 108 ng/m³ on 9 and 10 August when air masses were directly transported from the Tver region, where open fires were detected (Fig. 10). Thus, levoglucosan serves as a suitable molecular marker for peat bog smoldering burns. The Lev/OC ratio in Moscow increased from 0.1 to 1.7%, also indicating the impact of peat burning on ambient aerosols.

The mannosan concentration varied from below detection limits to 21 ng m⁻³ throughout the sampling period. The Lev/Man ratio was 7 on average, i.e., in the range of diagnostic marker ratios representative of peat smoke with possible contributions from grass smoke as well as coniferous wood burning emissions. Levoglucosan and mannosan showed a remarkably high correlation ($R^2 = 0.99$) between each other, while levoglucosan and galactosan were well
correlated as well ($R^2 = 0.86$), indicating their common source material.

Other saccharides, such as arabitol and mannitol, are found at concentration much lower than those of anhydrosaccharides, in the range from 0.03 to 0.16 µg/m³. These compounds are found to comprise only a few percent of total saccharide concentrations in smoke aerosol, indicating their origin being predominantly from natural bioaerosol sources, such as fungal spores and bacteria, whose emission may be suppressed during smoke episode (Popovicheva et al., 2014).

The abundance of water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) is often used as an indicator for photochemical oxidation of OC, resulting in SOA formation (Miyazaki et al., 2012). WSOC concentrations measured in PM10 during biomass burning constituted a substantial fraction (81% on average) of OC (Popovicheva et al., 2017b). In our study, analysis of ambient WSOC evolution shows a behavior similar to levoglucosan, (Fig. 11 b), with the elevated concentrations related to the peat bog fire plume from the Tver and Moscow region (Fig. 10). The significance of polar organic species is also reflected in the high fraction of WSOC in OC, approaching 40% as the maximum WSOC concentration on 9 August.

The ionic aerosol composition at the urban site is characterized by inorganic anions ($\text{SO}_4^{2-}$, $\text{Cl}^-$, $\text{NO}_3^-$, $\text{NO}_2^-$, $\text{PO}_4^{3-}$), cations ($\text{Na}^+$, $\text{NH}_4^+$, $\text{K}^+$, $\text{Mg}^{2+}$, $\text{Ca}^{2+}$, $\text{Sr}^{2+}$) as well as organic ions ($\text{HCOO}^-$, $\text{CH}_3\text{COO}^-$, (COO)$_2$). Peak ion concentrations were registered on 2 August when OC and biomass burning markers were at maximum levels as well. They were dominated by sodium, nitrite, nitrate, calcium, and acetate. These ionic species are typical components of biomass smoke aerosols, with calcium mainly derived from uplifting of soil particles during the combustion process (Kavouras et al., 2012). Combined with strong sulfate and ammonium abundance in smoke aerosols, these observations indicate the formation of secondary inorganic species associated with wildfire gaseous emissions and their transformation during aging of smoke aerosol. Peak ion concentrations were registered on 2 August, when OC and biomass burning markers were at maximum levels. $\text{Sr}^{2+}$ was found only on those days indicating the origin from peat bog fires.

Concentration of $\text{K}^+$ ion in Moscow ambient aerosols during August 2010 was on average 1.1 µg/m³ which is an order of magnitude higher than values observed one year later (Popovicheva et al., 2014). An important finding was the good correlation of $\text{K}^+$ with levoglucosan during smoke events (Cheng et al., 2013). We observe $\text{K}^+$ concentrations ranging
from 200 ng m$^{-3}$ to 1.7 µg m$^{-3}$, with elevated values corresponding to the highest OC and PM10 concentrations (Fig. 11 b). The relationship between K$^+$ and Lev points to the influence of peat burning smoke on composition of aerosols on 2 and 3 August, and after 11 August while K$^+$ values on 9 and 10 August are found to be much lower. Presumably, a more prominent impact of smoldering than flaming combustion occurred during those days, because high temperature combustion induces release of higher potassium ion concentrations due to more effective vaporization of mineral compounds during biomass burning.

The FTIR absorbance spectra of ambient aerosols demonstrates the functionalities which belong to major classes of organic/inorganic compounds and can be attributed to specific emission sources (Coury and Dillner, 2009). Diesel soot mainly consists of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, nitro, and carbonyl functionalities (Tapia et al., 2017). The abundance of aliphatic, aromatic, carboxyl, carbonyl, hydroxyl and nitro functional groups depends on the diesel engine-working regime (Popovicheva et al., 2015b; Popovicheva et al., 2017a). The functionalities of traffic emissions in a large city demonstrate a prominent pattern of aromatic C=C and aliphatic C-C-H at 1596 cm$^{-1}$ and 2922-2850 cm$^{-1}$, respectively, with carboxyl (1654 cm$^{-1}$) and carbonyl C=O (1700 cm$^{-1}$) groups (Popovicheva et al., 2017b). Acid and non-acid carbonyl absorbance at 1716 and 1735 cm$^{-1}$ was much more prominent during extreme smoke events, indicating photochemical oxidation and SOA formation in Moscow megacity (Popovicheva et al., 2014).

FTIR spectra of ambient aerosols in this study are presented in Fig. 4 c. Analyses of the absorbance features shows that they can be grouped according to similar bands demonstrating the identical composition of aerosols collected in different days. On 31 July to 1 August and 12-15 August, when increased PM10, OC, EC, and ion mass concentrations were observed, one acid (1700 cm$^{-1}$) and non-acid (1745, 1768 cm$^{-1}$) C=O in acids, esters, lactone, and anhydrates, C=C in aromatics (1606 cm$^{-1}$), N-H in amines overlapping with alkenyl C=C in alkenes (1635, 1623 cm$^{-1}$), organic-NO$_2$ (1512, 1492 cm$^{-1}$) in nitrocompounds, and NO$_3^-$ in nitrates (1368, 1341 cm$^{-1}$) are the most prominent functional groups. A distinct carbonyl absorption band in aerosols may suggest the formation of SOA in smoke plumes through high dicarboxylic acid concentrations (Agarwal et al., 2010). Other bands are related to characteristics of peat burning with impact of grass smoldering (Fig. 4 a), indicating the impact of peat bog smoke on the aerosol chemical composition.
In contract, the spectra of non-fire related days, on 5-7 August demonstrate significantly different patterns of dominant aromatic C=C (1606, 1435 cm\(^{-1}\)) and slightly prominent C-C-H (2916 cm\(^{-1}\)) groups, characteristic of traffic emissions, with carbonate CO\(_3^-\) and nitrates NO\(_3^-\) at 1430 and 1341 cm\(^{-1}\), respectively. Similar composition was observed for daily ambient aerosols collected in the Moscow center in August 2011, with weak aliphatic absorbance in comparison with C-O groups (1178, 1064 cm\(^{-1}\)) and complete absence of carbonyl bands (Popovicheva et al., 2014).

It is interesting to note that during days of maximum levoglucosan concentration (8-10 August; Fig. 11 b), the band of acid and non-acid carbonyls (1745 cm\(^{-1}\)) appeared to be the widest and more prominent compared to other days, thus indicating the photochemical oxidation having occurred during peat burning plume transport to the city. Along with the carbonyl formation during peat fires, we should note the transformation of aerosol surface functionalities leading to an increase in hydrophilic groups, in agreement with the increase of polar WSOC compounds, which may significantly change the particle hygroscopicity (Popovicheva et al., 2009), leading to an increase of CCN activity. The spectra on 4 and 11 August are found to be essential identical, when maximum values of OC/EC ratios and AAE were identified (Fig. 11 a). These spectra are dominated by absorption of nitrogen-containing N-H and -NO\(_2\) compounds which are probably related to BrC.

4. Conclusions

Peat lands are important source regions of biomass smoke, with the largest peat reserves found in Russia. These peat lands are subject to frequent burning, which is often associated with large-scale forest fires. Chemical composition and microstructure of particulate matter emissions from long-lasting peat bog smoldering in the European part of Russia, the Tver region, is reported here for the first time. Organic carbon dominates peat burning emissions, with OC/EC ratios varying from 10 to 20 inside and above grass. Amines, aromatic nitro compounds, and nitrates inside grass smoldering accompany organic aliphatic, aromatic, carbonyls, and carboxylates of underground smoke. Contribution from oxygenated water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC) is augmented by ammonium, potassium, sodium sulfates as well as by nitrates, silicates, and carbonates in grass smoldering, thus inducing SOA and CCN formation related to peat burning. Levoglucosan, a biomass burning molecular marker, is found to be contributing up
to 9% of OC. While potassium ions comprise only a small fraction of ions (up to 7%), sulfates are the most abundant ionic species in smoke inside and above grass, being consistent with gaseous emission and gas-to-particle reactions of SO$_2$ above ground.

Optical properties of peat burning obtained throughout the near-ultraviolet to near-infrared spectral region emphasizes the high AAE of 4.1 and a large fraction of light-absorbing, i.e., brown carbon (BrC), indicating AAE as a source-specific optical marker of peat bog smoldering and a large fraction of light-absorbing carbon. Individual particles reveal a high abundance of roughly spherical tar balls serving as a micromarker of peat burning. Including optical properties of tar balls from peat smoldering in radiative forcing models is critical for the Earth’s radiation budget, remote sensing, and understanding of UV light absorption patterns in the troposphere (Chakrabarty et al., 2010).

Sampling during a period of peat bog fires at an urban site in Moscow city captured the regional influence of peat burning emissions, impacting PM$_{10}$ mass, OC, and ion concentrations. Diagnostic ratios (e.g. OC/EC), optical (AAE) and chemical (Levoglucosan) markers as well as WSOC demonstrated elevated values well related to episodes of air mass transport from peat bog fire regions. During those episode days, absorption spectra demonstrate bands similar to the spectra of peat bog smoke particles, exerting their significant impact on aerosol chemistry in downwind areas. Thus, comprehensive characterization of aerosol emissions from long-lasting smoldering of boreal peatlands reveal specific chemical features of regional biomass burning emissions and demonstrate large impact of wildfires on air quality in a megacity, causing harm to human and environmental health.
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Fig. 1. Images of persistent peat bog smoldering (a), underground smoke (b), and occasional grass flaming (c) in the Tver region in August 2014.
Table 1. Particulate matter (PM), organic carbon (OC), levoglucosan (Lev), mannosan (Man), galactosan (Gal), total water-soluble ions (TWSI), Absorption Angstrom Exponent (AAE), sugars, ratios for OC/total carbon (TC), OC/elemental carbon (EC), and water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC)/OC in underground smoke, smoke inside and above grass from peat bog smoldering, as well as the maximum values observed during the peat smoke episode at an urban site in the south-west of Moscow city.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Thin smoke inside grass</th>
<th>Thin smoke above grass</th>
<th>Strong smoke above grass</th>
<th>Underground smoke</th>
<th>Maximum values at Moscow urban site</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PM (mg/m³)</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.097</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC (mg/m³)</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lev (µg/m³)</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>46.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man (µg/m³)</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gal (µg/m³)</td>
<td>24.2</td>
<td>10.1</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TWSI (mg/m³)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAE</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugars</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabitol (µg/m³)</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mannitol (µg/m³)</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methyl-threitol (µg/m³)</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>0.103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threitol (µg/m³)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratios</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC/TC (%)</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OC/EC</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lev/OC (%)</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WSOC/OC (%)</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K⁺/EC (%)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lev/Man</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K⁺/Lev</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n.d. – not detected
Fig. 2. Mass balance of carbon fractions and ions in PM mass from thin smoke inside and above grass, and strong smoke above grass. Relative abundance of elemental carbon (EC), water-soluble organic matter (WSOM), water-insoluble organic matter (WISOM), and total water-soluble ions (TWSI) are shown in percent.
Fig. 3. Light attenuation as a function of wavelength for underground smoke and thin smoke above grass, for day of lowest (01.08.2014) and highest (04.08.2014) values of AAE during sampling period at MSU site. Solid lines were generated using a power law equation (2). Values of the exponent for AAE were chosen to fit the data.
**a)**

- **peat bog smoke**
  - strong above grass
  - thin above grass
  - strong inside grass
  - thin inside grass
  - underground smoke

**b)**

- strong above grass
  - thin above grass
  - strong inside grass
  - thin inside grass
  - underground
Fig. 4. FTIR spectra of (a) peat bog smoke, and (b) water-soluble compounds in peat bog smoldering emissions. Spectra of underground smoke, smoke inside and above grass, are presented separately. FTIR spectra of (c) ambient aerosols during sampling period at MSU site; spectra with similar bands demonstrating the identical composition of aerosols are indicated by same color. Peak wavenumbers and corresponding functionalities are indicated.
Fig. 5. Relative abundance of inorganic and organic ions in water-soluble fraction in underground smoke, thin smoke inside grass, thin and strong smoke above grass.
Fig. 6. a) Abundance of elements in smoke particles and b) average weight percentages of elements in peat smoke inside grass. Elements with an abundance of less than 2% are not shown.
Fig. 7. Grouping of smoke particles inside grass during peat bog smoldering. Naming, relative abundance, and averaged weight percentage of elements in each group are indicated.
Fig. 8. Representative particle EDX spectra and micrographs in Group Organic of (1) tar balls and (2) tar ball agglomerates of mainly C and O, and (3) S-containing tar balls; in Group Si-rich of (4) aluminosilicates with Fe, Mg, K, and Ca inclusions; in Group Fe-rich of (5) iron oxides; in Group Ca-rich of (6) calcium oxides/carbonates. Ti is a substrate artifact.
Fig. 9. Timeline of ambient PM10, OC, EC, organic and inorganic ion concentrations at the site in the south-west of Moscow city. Episodes of air mass transport from fire-related regions north and north-west of Moscow city are indicated by the shaded areas.
Fig. 10. 12h air mass back trajectories arriving at the MSU site at 500 m A.G.L. are indicated as HYSPLIT in different colors for the individual arrival times. Fire hot spots obtained from FIRMS are related to specific trajectories.
Fig. 11. (a) OC/EC ratios and Absorption Angstrom Exponent (AAE), and (b) organic molecular marker for biomass burning (levoglucosan), water-soluble organic carbon (WSOC), and ionic marker (K+) concentrations during the sampling period at the MSU site. Episodes of air mass transport from fire-related regions north and north-west of Moscow city are indicated by shaded areas.